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     Genetics plays an important role with all living things.  After all, it determines 
the physiological features we inherit from our parents.  Heredity is a biological 
process where a parent passes certain genes to his or her children or offspring. 
Every child inherits genes from both of his or her biological parents, and these 
genes in turn express specific traits. This phenomenon occurs not only in humans, 
but also in animals and plants.   
 
     Sometimes the inherited genes go awry, and we call the change a mutation.  
Mutations occur naturally or are caused by human intervention.  The very act of 
changing the structure of a gene results in a variant trait, and interestingly, the 
variant trait may be transmitted to subsequent generations.   
 
      Plant breeders have been creating mutations for a number of years.  The 
variant plant they create is often given the name GMO (Genetically Modified 
Organism).  I am not touting the merits of this science, but I do know that GMO’s 
have helped farmers with their crop yields.  GMO corn has been bred to be 
glyphosate (Roundup®) resistant.  Thus, when glyphosate is applied to a cornfield, 
the glyphosate destroys the weeds but does not harm the corn.   
 
     I was recently made aware of a problem a homeowner was having with his 
trees.  His problem was genetic.   Some years ago, this individual had purchased 
two dwarf Alberta spruce trees for his landscape.  Dwarf Alberta spruce are slow-
growing, densely compact, conical conifer trees with fine, short needles that 
normally reach a mature height of around five feet.  Because they are slow 
growing, attaining five feet or more could take more than fifty years.   For the last 
few years, the client has noticed alien-like growths emerging from his trees.  The 
new growths emerge quickly, are larger in size, and are definitely unlike the 
parent tree’s characteristics.  Such anomalies are causing the client concern.  
“What’s wrong with my trees?” he asked.    
 
    One must first realize the dwarf Alberta spruce originated from a natural 
mutation.  The first dwarf Alberta spruce appeared in nature on a white spruce, a 
medium to large tree with distinctly different foliage. Noticed by plant breeders, 
cuttings were made of this unusual growth and ultimately through propagation, 
the dwarf Alberta spruce tree made its way into the nursery trade.  This is how 



many new cultivars such as Alberta spruce originate.   Dwarf Alberta spruce has 
one potential genetic 
problem.  Just as the 
original mutation occurred 
to produce the new cultivar, 
occasionally a reverse 
mutation occurs and 
portions of the plant revert 
to the original species from 
which it came.   In the case 
of reversion, part of dwarf 
Alberta spruce will produce 
a vigorous white spruce 

shoot.  The growth appears as if a different tree is growing out of a dwarf Alberta 
spruce.  To correct this abnormality, one must prune out the strange growth.  If 
one waits too long to 
remove the branch, it will 
leave an unsightly gap in 
the foliage and take a 
long time to fill in.  That is 
exactly what has 
happened to my client’s 
dwarf Alberta spruce 
trees pictured in this 
article.   
 
     As I started, genetics 
plays an important role 
with all living things.  
Consider me for example; 
I am quite certain I inherited my good looks from my father and my charm from 
my mother, or was it the other way around?  The real question might be, from 
whom did I inherit such arrogance?   


